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We make hundreds of decisions before 
leaving the house each day:
- to press or not press the snooze button
- what to wear
- what to eat for breakfast
- whether to leave five minutes early or five minutes late

Some decisions are habit and have little impact on our lives.

Other decisions are more complicated. 

In fact, they feel downright BIG!
- should you relocate?
- end a relationship?
- have a child?
- find a new job?
- put a dream vacation on your credit card?

THESE decisions keep us up at night, tie our stomach in knots, 
and can leave us feeling stuck or paralyzed—unable to verbalize 
any direction at all.

The anxiety, excitement, fear, and confusion of these decisions 
flood our bodies with stress and can push our minds into one of 
these unhelpful holding patterns:

1. Quietly playing out what-if scenarios
2. Sharing our dilemma with everyone 
While our goal is to find resolution and arrive at a decision we 
won't regret, as you’ve probably discovered, handling decisions 
in one (or both) of the ways above doesn’t actually work.
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The key to making a BIG decision is quite simple:

TAKE A SMALL STEP
(I can hear you groaning:)

Yes, it can feel hard to figure out which tiny step to take when it 
seems like the weight of the world is on your shoulders, but 
after completing the exercises in this book, taking small steps in 
the face of BIG decisions will feel easier because you’ll feel truly 
aligned with your deepest values and most inspired goals.

exercise 1

PUT YOUR VALUES
IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Your values are your guiding principles. They are the things that 
make you tick, and drive your decisions whether you’re 
conscious of them or not (so it really pays to become conscious 
of them).

Here’s the tricky thing about values...

We have two kinds of values:
1. Fear-based values (as in—I have to or else).
2. Conscious-based values (as in —I want to).

So, the first step is to identify and align with your coscious-based 
values because when your decisions honor them you’ll 
experience higher levels of fulfillment and satisfaction.
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Write out your perfect day. Design it. Describe it. Go!

Look through what you wrote above. What words pop out at you 
and feel light and exciting? Write them below. Most likely, those are 
clues to your conscious-based values. For example, if writing about 
spending time with family and friends makes you feel good, a 
conscious-based value might be love and connection. 
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Here’s a short exercise to help bring this idea into focus. 
Write about a time, a person, or situation that made you feel angry.

In the situation you described above, can you pinpoint what 
conscious-based values were being challenged? 
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Many times we assume we feel frustrated, angry, or irritated 
because of people or situations.. The truth is, we’re actually 
aggravated because one of our values is being challenged. So, 
another great tool for identifying your values is exploring a time 
you were frustrated. 

DISCOVERyour
VALUES
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exercise 2

ALIGN WITH TRULY
MEANINGFUL GOALS

There are two types of goals:

1. I ’m not enough...
2. I ’m inspired to...

Sometimes we create I’m not enough goals with very good 
intentions (I desire to lose weight), but if this goal is rooted in a 
sense of lack (because I’m not pretty or thin enough), achieving 
it will be fraught with inner obstacles. It ’s based on a belief that 
you’re not good enough in this present moment. You don’t want 
these types of goals influencing your BIG decisions.

Inspired goals , however, align with who you are at your core. 
They support your inner-most passions and desires. They are 
centered on personal growth vs. personal makeovers. And most 
importantly, they can act as a compass for all your decisions. 
(If your inspired goal this year is to become more financially 
responsible, and your BIG decision is whether you should put 
your dream vacation on your credit card, your inspired goal 
—serving as a compass—would point you in the direction of 
putting the dream vacation on hold until you can afford it). 

Inspire goals
ARE THE POINTS ON YOUR INNER COMPASS...
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ASK YOURSELF THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND EXPLORE YOUR 
ANSWERS IN A JOURNAL OR NOTEBOOK...

1. Do you like what you’re DOING NOW (financially, professionally, personally)?

2. What would YOU like to be doing (dream big)?

3. CAN you do what you want to be doing (skills, access, experience)?

4. WHY do you want to do what you want to be doing (get to the heart of your 
purpose)?

5. Do you know WHAT to do so you can start doing what you want to be doing 
(identifying a plan)?

6. Will you PAY THE PRICE to be doing what you want to be doing? (giving up 
things of a lesser value)?

7. WHEN can you start doing what you want to be doing? (tangible next steps)
What will it be like when you GET TO DO what you want to do? (describe the 
feelings and results) 
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How many times have you let a BIG decision claim the space in 
your head for hours or days on end? Did this obsessing elevate 
or zap your energy?

I think we both know the answer to that.
That’s why you need a break. Stop analyzing and fill your tank! 

Imagine you are a shiny blue car on a racetrack and your BIG 
decision is the finish line. In order to move yourself toward 
your decision, you’ll need fuel.

People fuel is pretty simple:
1. Basic needs 
2. Personal needs 

Basic needs are things like food, water, and sleep.
Personal needs are activities—unique to you—that connect you 
with yourself. 

Do not discount your personal needs.
It’s important to give yourself a break and escape into things 
you love. It soothes nerves and calms a hyper mind. And often-
times the best decision has room to present itself when you give 
it space by focusing on your personal needs.

exercise 3

TAKE A BREAK &
FILL YOUR TANK
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Oftentimes our personal needs like— getting lost in a book, 
soaking in a bubble bath, or hiking a trail, fall into the nice to 
have bucket in our busy schedules and rarely ever happen.

If your car were running out of gas you’d 
stop to fill it up, no? 

Isn’t it interesting that many of us have been conditioned to take 
better care of our vehicles than ourselves?

I promise, your world won’t fall apart if you stop to fill your tank 
on a regular basis. In fact, it will have the opposite effect.

In the space below, list a few simple and specific Fill Your Tank 
activities; things you really enjoy but most likely aren’t 
currently giving yourself permission to spend time on:

KNOWyour
PERSONAL NEEDS
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I hope these exercises have given you 
some peace of mind and clarity to help 
navigate your big decisions. 

The purpose of each exercise was to help you get underneath 
the decision itself; to understand the deeper WHY of what you 
truly want.

Knowing WHY you’ve made your decision is more important than 
knowing your actual decision. The more connected you are with 
your values, goals, and personal needs , the more confident 
you’ll feel making decisions of all shapes and sizes.

Want more?
I’m life and career coach Chelsea Szabo, and I 
help professional women who are excited to:

1. Elevate themselves out of blah jobs

2. Stop feeling intimidated 

3. Learn the art of happy relationships

I help my clients free themselves from the 
past and reveal the courageous voice already 
within them to help them design and live a 
life they love.

The journey is called Verbal Courage. 
Curious if it’s right for you?

CLICK HERE TO SCHEDULE A FREE 
20-MINUTE DISCOVERY SESSION

Chelsea tapped into my 
inner-most desires, 
pulling out what really 
would make me happier 
professionally. I'm glad 
to say that I am currently 
doing what I always 
wanted to do - and it's 
awesome!

P.S. // California

http://www.verbalcourage.com
https://verbalcourage.satoriapp.com/offers/73144-discovery-session
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